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MHHS Cross Code Advisory Group (CCAG) Headline Report 

Issue date: 25/01/2024 

Meeting number CCAG026  Venue Virtual – MS Teams 

Date and time 23 January 2024 14:00-16:00  Classification Public 

New / Outstanding Actions 

Area Ref Action Owner Due  

Minutes and 

Actions 
CCAG26-01 Programme to issue link to the latest Change Control Log to enable CCAG members to review  

Programme 
(Andrew Margan) 

28/02/2024 

Horizon 

Scanning Log  
CCAG26-02 

BSC Representative to confirm to the Supplier Agent (Independent) Representative how ‘sub 

meters’ proposed within P455 will be managed in terms of registration 

BSC 
Representative 

(Chris Day) 
28/02/2024 

CDWG 

Escalations  
CCAG26-03 

Programme to consider how code drafting changes arising as a result of new CRs or DINs will 

be reviewed and communicated and provide an update to the CCAG 

Programme 
(Andrew Margan) 

28/02/2024 

Licence 

Review 

CCAG26-04 
Programme to share Licence Review update text to be included within The Clock with the REC 

Code Manager for inclusion in the REC newsletter 

Programme 
(Andrew Margan) 

28/02/2024 

CCAG26-05 
Programme to liaise with Ofgem on whether MHHS licence review could be included in daily 

Ofgem updates 
Chair (Chris Welby) 28/02/2024 

Decisions  

Area Ref Decision 

Minutes and 

Actions 
CCAG-DEC43 Headline Report of CCAG meeting held 20 December 2023 approved 

CDWG 

Escalations 
CCAG-DEC44 The SRO approved the Transitional Text and Interfaces code drafting 

RAID Items Discussed 

RAID area Description 

None 
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Key Discussion Items 

Area Discussion 

Minutes and 

Actions 

The Headline Report of the previous meeting was approved (DECISION CCAG-DEC43). 

Action updates were provided. Full action wording can be found within the meeting papers, and a summary of key updates is provided below: 

CCAG25-01: The BSC Representative advised a communication on BSC Change Proposal (CP) 1589 had been issued in Elexon’s Newscast. Action 

closed. 

CCAG25-03: The Programme advised a definition of materiality had been included within the Change Control Log and took an action to provide a link to 

the updated document to enable CCAG members to review (ACTION CCAG26-01). Action closed. 

CCAG25-04: Code Body Representatives advised their respective code panels had been advised of the Programme change freeze. The CUSC 

Representative advised their panel is due to be updated on 26 January 2024. Action closed. 

Horizon 

Scanning Log  

Code Body Representatives provided updates on code modifications which may have a bearing on MHHS, per the meeting slides. Key updates are 

summarised below: 

BSC 

CP1589 has been issued to BSC parties for impact assessment. The CP is dependent on Programme Change Request (CR) 041 (Change the format of 

Market Participant Role Code from Char(1) to Char(2)), which is also currently our for Impact Assessment with Programme participants with a response 

deadline of 24 January 2024. 

BSC Modification Proposal P455 (On-Site Aggregation as a method to facilitate Third Party Access) does not impact the MHHS Design, but if approved 

will impact certain BSC documents which will be included in the suite of code drafting for Programme milestone M8 (code changes delivered). The CCAG 

agreed transparency was required to monitor the development of the solution in case impacts on MHHS or Programme-related code drafting arise. The 

BSC Representative took an action to confirm to the Supplier Agent (Independent) Representative how the ‘sub meters’ proposed within P455 will be 

managed in terms of registration (ACTION CCAG26-02). 

CDWG 

Escalations  

Updates were provided on the status of Interface/Data Specification and Transition Text code drafting, per the meeting slides. The Programme advised 

the Code Drafting Working Group (CDWG) had recommended the CCAG approve the code drafting.  

The Programme advised that, subject to approval, the drafting would only then change in response to new Programme CRs or Design Issue Notifications 

(DINs) which are deemed to be essential and allowed to progress despite the Programme change freeze. The Supplier Agent (Independent) 

Representative stated they would be uncomfortable with DINs altering the approved code drafting without first being able to review change marked text. 

The RECCo Representative noted any prospective code drafting changes which arise as a result of changes to the MHHS Design after the relevant code 

drafting has been approved by the CCAG would be included within the ‘Topic Area Mop-Up’ code drafting tranche, and a view of the changes to approved 

code drafting provided as part of the consultation and approval of this tranche. The Programme agreed to consider how code drafting changes arising 

as a result of new CRs or DINs would be reviewed and communicated and provide an update to the CCAG (ACTION CCAG26-03). 

The Chair asked whether any CCAG members objected to the approval of the Transitional Text and Interfaces code drafting, to which no objections were 

raised. 

The Chair, acting with delegated authority of the MHHS Senior Responsible Owner (SRO), accepted the recommendation of the CDWG and approved 

the Transitional Text and Interfaces code drafting (DECISION CCAG-DEC44 – recording timestamp 39:43). 

https://www.mhhsprogramme.co.uk/api/documentlibrary/Change%20IAs/MHHS-DEL2103%20CR041%20-%20Change%20the%20format%20of%20Market%20Participant%20Role%20Code%20from%20Char(1)%20to%20Char(2)%20v1.2.docx
https://www.mhhsprogramme.co.uk/api/documentlibrary/Change%20IAs/MHHS-DEL2103%20CR041%20-%20Change%20the%20format%20of%20Market%20Participant%20Role%20Code%20from%20Char(1)%20to%20Char(2)%20v1.2.docx
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Consequential 

Code Change 

Delivery    

Code Body Representatives provided updates on the delivery of consequential code change: 

BSC: Provided updates on qualification and performance assurance code drafting, advising this was currently at consultation with BSC parties and would 

be discussed at the January 2024 Elexon Performance Assurance Board (PAB). The BSC Representative advised delivery dates were on track. 

CUSC: Advised that following discussion between National Grid ESO, Ofgem, the MHHS Programme, and Elexon, it has been confirmed that changes 

to Transition Use of System (TNUoS) charges required as a result of MHHS, would be progressed outside of MHHS governance via standard CUSC 

governance. The CUSC Representative advised that under MHHS arrangements measurement class will be replaced by component consumption 

classes, but this will not provide like for like segmentation of MPANs which presents a risk of double charging once migration to MHHS arrangements 

commences. As such, CUSC modifications will be required to change TNUoS charging and these are in development with the TNUoS Taskforce. CUSC 

have advised Ofgem the modifications must be approved by 30 September 2024 ahead of the commencement of the charging year on 01 April 2025, 

which also coincides with the commencement of MHHS migration. The CUSC Representative provided a view of the timeline options for progression of 

the CUSC changes and advised these would be consulted on with CUSC parties. The representative committed to providing regular updates to the 

CCAG and CDWG and expressed confidence on the delivery date of 30 September 2024. 

Licence 

Review 

The Programme provided an update on requirements in the BSC for the Programme to advise of potential licence changes which may be  required to 

implement MHHS. The Programme advised a review of licence conditions has been undertaken and no required licence changes have been identified. 

A small number of consequential issues were identified and noted. 

The Programme will issue the findings of the review for a six-week assurance consultation in due course. The consultation will be issued to all participant 

Principal Contacts and CCAG members and notice will be provided in The Clock. The REC Representative offered to include the notice in the REC 

Newsletter also (ACTION CCAG26-04). The Programme will also contact Ofgem to request the notice be included in the daily Ofgem updates 

communication (ACTION CCAG26-05). 

The Domestic Supplier Representative highlighted that for the purposes of deemed export for feed-in tariff generators, the profile class is currently used 

to define ‘designated premises’ and this term is used repeatedly within licence. The representative stated they have raised this with Ofgem and had 

expected potential licence changes relating to such sites but were yet to receive a response. The Programme advised reminders had been provided to 

Ofgem but there was no response at present. The Chair request the representative raise this within their consultation response. 

Next CCAG: 28 February 2024 at 10:00am 

Next CDWG1: 13 February 2023 at 10:00am 
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Attendees   

Chair   Role 

Chris Welby (Chair)  SRO Chair 

     
Industry Representatives      

Andrew Green Supplier Representative (I&C Suppliers)  
Andrew Wallace REC Representative  
Christopher Day Elexon Representative 

BSC Representative (on behalf of Lawrence Jones) 
Clare Hannah Supplier Agent Representative  
Fungai Madzivadondo DNO/iDNO Representative  
John Lawton DCUSA Representative  
Neil Dewar National Grid ESO Representative  
Lawrence Jones BSC Representative  
Marianne Haslam Elexon Representative  
Milly Lewis (part meeting) CUSC Representative  
Paul Saker Supplier Representative (Domestic)  
Richard Vernon DCC Representative  
Tim Newton  SEC Representative  
Tom Chevalier Supplier Agent Representative (Independent Supplier Agent)  

     
MHHS Programme     
Andrew Margan Governance Manager  
Fraser Mathieson PMO Governance Lead 
Kevin Spencer Market Architect 
Matthew Hall Senior Business Analyst  
Simon Chidwick Design Administrator  
    
Other attendees    
Harriet Truss  REC Code Manager   
    
Apologies    
Caroline Farquhar Consumer Representative 
Lawrence Jones BSC Representative 

  

  

 


